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Questions
Q.1.

Q.2.
Q.3.
Q.4.

Read the extract and answer the questions:
‘You all do talk like that. If there is something at home you don’t
want to do, you don’t do it. If it is something at your work, you
get the union to bar it. Now all that happened is that I have joined
the movement.’
a) Who are being referred to as you?
b) What does the speaker mean by comparing the works at home
and works at work places?
c) What movement has the speaker joined?
Yuri calls Albert ‘the world’s worst liar’—Do you think this is an
insult or a compliment to Albert? Why?
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What impression do you form of Andrew Manson on the basis of 5
the story ‘Birth?’
In the passage given below, one word has been omitted in
each line. Write the missing word along with the word that 4
comes before and the word that comes after it in your sheet.
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There two types of exercises
_________
prescribed clients diagnosed
_________
osteoporosis. Weight bearing
_________
activities walking, stair climbing,
_________
jogging etc. and resistance exercises performed_________
with free weights or machine weights
used the gym.
_________
Exercises prescribed
_________
depending the severity of condition.
_________
Q.5.

Select the correct option underlined
1.The hazards of smoking include / is including / to include /
which is including heart disease, lung cancer, and asthma.
2. Most models of cell phones come with alarm clocks to remind
you for/of/that is important events.
3. The teacher asks/has asked/asked an interesting question in
the class yesterday.
4. She threw a glass at me, but was missing/missed/had missed
5. How long have you been/ are you/were you a social activist?
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